MTI Leg Wrapping Support*

A Breakthrough in Preventing Healthcare Professional Injury

- Allows caregiver to sit or stand
- Eliminates the difficulty of supporting patient’s leg
- Maximizes patient comfort
- Allows one person to wrap most patient leg sizes
- Saves colleagues’ time with healthcare provider cost savings
- Provides an ergonomic solution to potential caregiver injury

*Patent Pending
MTI LEG WRAPPING SUPPORT*  
CHAIR – BED – MOBILE

MTI’s patent pending leg wrapping supports help reduce the amount of strain for both the patient and the health caregiver by supporting a patient’s leg during the entire leg wrapping process.

This dual function support provides a calf support for wrapping the foot/heel and a heel support for wrapping the rest of the leg. The leg wrapping support is made from aluminum for a light-weight yet very strong support and is non-porous coated for ease in cleaning and disinfecting.

MTI Chair-Mounted Leg Wrapping Support*
The MTI Chair-Mounted Leg Support is attached to either side of the MTI 527, 527W, and 526 Series foot sections and can easily be moved to either side of the foot section to accommodate either the patient’s right or left leg to easily wrap a leg or foot.

Hospital Bed-Mounted Leg Wrapping Support*
The Bed-Mounted Leg Wrapping Support is easily moved from bed to bed and is light weight making it portable throughout the entire facility.

Mobile Leg Wrapping Support*
Light-weight yet strong, this portable support simplifies the wrapping of the leg or foot no matter where you use it. The mobile leg support folds-up into a compact unit for mobile applications. Take it in its carry bag with you anywhere: home, hospital, or on the road.

*Patent Pending
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